
 

ARTS INCLUSIONNFE

From Bystander to Helper

To clarify that everyone meets

violence in life in many ways

To emphasize the responsibility to

respect and defend each other 

To reflect on what it means to be a

‘helper’

Jammin

Board

Objectives

Topic

Peace and human security, Violence

1 hour

4-24 people

Materials

Chart paper (write “violation” in one

column and “what could be done?” in

second) and markers or blackboard

and chalk

Steps

Main Activity 

Debriefing 

source: Compacito

1.Divide the participants into small groups of three or four.

Explain the activity, making sure they understand each

category clearly.

2.Each group member will talk about different  observations

of violence and abuse:

- when you saw someone being hurt or treated unjustly;

- when you participated in hurting someone else or treated them

unjustly;

- when you saw someone being hurt or treated unjustly and no-

one helped them;

- when you saw someone help a person who was being hurt or

treated unjustly.

3.Ask them to give examples in each category, one at time.

Make sure that no-one will be judged for speaking up.

4.Bring the participants back into one group to discuss their

observations. First, ask for some of the examples of people

being hurt or abused, without distinguishing those observed

and those in which participants participated. List these as

‘violations’ on a chart.

5.Then ask for examples in the ‘Helper’ category.

6.Finally, ask for examples in the ‘Bystander’ category. Ask,

“What could someone have done in some of these situations

to be a helper, not a bystander?” Record their responses on

the chart.

Which of the suggested actions would be hard to do? Which

ones would be easier?

Are there any actions on the list that you think you could take?

What stops people from becoming helpers?

If more people became helpers rather than bystanders, could

the human rights situation really be improved?

What qualities and understanding does a person need to be a

‘helper’, i.e. take action for human rights?

What can we do to support people taking action for human

rights?

How can we encourage people in our group to become

‘helpers’?

Discuss how people can become helpers to protect human rights,

asking questions such as these:

Discuss how we can help each other, asking questions such as

these:

Conclude by acknowledging that any abuse or violence towards

human beings, including those people who commit violence against

each other, is a human rights violation. These occur in every culture

and every part of the world. Emphasize that learning about human

rights also involves learning how to take action to protect each

other’s rights. We cannot end all violence and abuse, but we can

help each other in our own communities.


